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Crime
R e p o r t

Policemen assaulted
A citizen who was under the influence of drugs

attacked policemen and broke the hand of one of them,
before he was brought under control. The incident took
place on Maghreb Street near Mansouriya. Several
motorists called police about a hysterical man whose
car had broken down and was disturbing passersby. A
police patrol responded, and when he was asked to
hand over his ID, he attacked the patrolmen. Backup
patrols arrived at the scene and the hysterical man was
arrested. He faces further legal action.

Fatal fall
The body of a 34-year-old Indian was taken to the

medical examiner. He was found to have drunk a large
quantity of liquor, and may have lost his balance and fall-
en from a building. The Indian was working on his satellite
dish at the time of the accident. — Al-Anbaa and Al-Rai

In the past, each diwaniya had some useless visitors
whose presence or absence made no difference.
They probably were only useful to complete a card

playing group. However, those very same people have
unfortunately started having their own opinions and
have become capable of telling who is a Kuwaiti and
who is not. They even form political attitudes’ maps
and describe whoever has a different opinion than him
as being ‘traitors’ among many other accusations. 

Each diwaniya or social gathering usually includes
various elements or people with different interests
varying between politics, sports and other daily con-
cerns. One of them might be better-informed than
others, even if the topic has nothing to do with their
career or interest.

Mostly, if not always, one of those people turn out
to be useless and dispensable. Their absence makes no
difference on any of the topics discussed in the
diwaniya. There only remarks are usually limited to
inquiries about how everyone was doing, and some
other simple bits here and there. Sometimes, this indi-
vidual comes in handy when the group decides to play
cards and is short for one more player. However, after
the internet and social media networks revolutionized
our lives, people themselves have turned into media
channels, posting whatever they wish for a consider-
able number of people to see. 

All you need is internet access and a smartphone.
All this allowed such insignificant individuals to
gather information from various networks and from
whatever is discussed in a diwaniya in order to form
a topic to post on social media, as if it was their origi-
nal idea. And because such individuals are marginal
and insignificant as we mentioned, they would
always try to make that up by using the internet as a
source for having effective opinions amongst others.
They tell fake stories as real ones backing up their
superficial arguments. 

As long as these people form public opinion, we are
bound to reach this shaky fragile situation where
nobody can stand different opinions and political
arguments or disputes, and start having social impacts
by classifying others in the most racist and hateful
manner that has been tearing the society apart on a
daily basis. Those people must be put back on the
margins where they belong, because it would be a dis-
aster to listen to and follow them. The consequences
will surely be considerable.

—Translated by Kuwait Times from Aljarida 

In each diwaniya

Al-Jarida

By Ali Khajah

Ihave started to pick garments having the ‘Made in
Vietnam’ tag whenever I go shopping for clothes
regardless of the brand because of the high quality

of those clothes that are well-tailored and made of
strong fabrics. It has become well-known that many
international garment manufacturing companies tend
to contract Vietnamese factories that also excel in many
other products such as shoes, chocolate, frozen fish,
furniture and technological products carrying famous
brands. This has greatly changed Vietnam’s ranking
with the World Bank, and was upgraded to leading
positions after it had stayed on the tail of the World
Bank’s list for long. 

‘Made in Vietnam’ is a phrase that is dominating mar-
kets nowadays. It can be seen on international products
and very well established and famous commercial
brands, which is amazing and admirable at the same
time. It calls for so much thought because the country
had been through extremely terrible experiences. It was
occupied by foreigners so many times. It witnessed dan-
gerous domestic conflicts and has been through devas-

tating wars like that against the French occupation, and
the seven-year war with the United States that claimed
the lives of one million Vietnamese, injured three mil-
lions and resulted in creating 12 million refugees. 

Yet, despite such catastrophic situations, Vietnam
managed to turn into an industrial country with prosper-
ous economy that attracted so many foreign investors.
There is a great lesson to be learnt here from the
Vietnamese people who worked hard on liberating their
country from the American occupation, then worked on
liberating its mind from the grips of history by breaking
the ice of hatred with ‘Uncle Sam.’ They managed to turn
old feuds between both countries into investment and
commercial bonds, and thus, the US has become
Vietnam’s business associate. 

Economists attribute Vietnam’s economic boom to
those outstanding commercial ties. Instead of remaining
in gloomy bloody memories and Napalm fires of the
past, Vietnam broke through to achieve victory for the
best interest of the national economy.

—Translated by Kuwait Times from A-Anbaa 

The Vietnamese lesson

Al-Anbaa

By Salah Al-Sayer

Al-Jarida

KUWAIT: Criminal detectives solved over 37 cases of home
and car thefts committed over two years by identifying the
suspect. Detectives were able to identify the prime sus-
pect, a bedoon, and placed him under arrest. Complaints
by citizens and expats about thefts in their homes and
vehicles were mounting since 2015, so Director General of
the Criminal Detectives Department Maj Gen Mohammad
Al-Sharhan led a team that determined that all crimes were
committed by the same person. Sulaibikhat detectives
then found a lead through undercover sources that point-
ed to a bedoon. His house was raided and he confessed to
committing the thefts.

Police arrest thief behind

37 robberies in two years

Property damage
A car with a citizen and a Gulf national onboard collided

with a vehicle, then hit a police car in an attempt to escape.
The women ended up detained at a police station, and
both were suspected of being drunk. A police patrol
noticed a luxury car being driven unsteadily, so it was
asked to stop. But the motorist attempted to escape, hit-
ting another car and a police patrol car during the chase.

This individual comes in 

handy when the group 

decides to play cards and is 

short for one more player

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Projects Company
(KIPCO) and its group companies have
trained over 500 students on entrepreneur-
ship and work readiness under the umbrel-
la of INJAZ-Kuwait - a nongovernmental
organization (NGO) that aims to drive com-
munity service through professional volun-
teering engagement with youth. 

Thirty-seven volunteers from the KIPCO
Group trained 530 students in 14 training
programs during the academic year 2016-
2017. The initiative is part of a two-year
partnership between KIPCO and INJAZ-
Kuwait to train 1000 students by June 2018.
Supported by the managements of their

companies, employees from KIPCO, Burgan
Bank, Gulf Insurance Group, OSN, United
Real Estate Company, Qurain Petrochemical
Industries and KAMCO Investment
Company volunteered their time to work
closely with students in public and private
middle schools, high schools and universi-
ties on topics such as entrepreneurship,
innovation and career success.

Rana Al-Nibari, Chief Executive Officer
of INJAZ-Kuwait said: “The programs we
provide at INJAZ-Kuwait provide students
with the knowledge and skills they need
to ensure their success in the business
world. Our responsibilities include offering

them the opportunity to meet with differ-
ent groups of students and exposing them
to diverse ideologies, in order to enrich
their experience and enhance their under-
standing of what makes a business suc-
ceed or fail.”

Eman Al-Awadhi, KIPCO’s Group
Communications Director said: “We are
delighted to be working with INJAZ-
Kuwait to build a culture of volunteering
within KIPCO Group, driven by our inter-
est in empowering young people and
enhancing their skills to ensure career
success and the pursuit of entrepreneur-
ship. Our volunteers found the experi-

ence very rewarding, and they are eager
to volunteer again in the coming aca-
demic year. This initiative has also been
an opportunity for us to introduce to stu-
dents the different roles they can pursue
in their careers and the many business
sectors they join.”

She added: “We would like to thank the
INJAZ-Kuwait team for the great effort they
are exerting to drive youth engagement.
On behalf of KIPCO, we also thank all the
volunteers for taking the time to prepare of
these programs and deliver them with pas-
sion, setting role models for our promising
younger generation.”

KUWAIT: Zain, the leading telecommunica-
tions company in Kuwait, organized an inter-
nal activity to celebrate Earth Day. The event,
held in the company’s main headquarters in
Shuwaikh, witnessed the attendance of a large
number of employees and the executive man-
agement, headed by Zain Kuwait ’s Chief
Executive Officer Eaman Al-Roudhan. 

Zain is keen on organizing this internal
activity each year as part of its Corporate
Sustainability and Social Responsibility strate-
gy towards the environmental sector. The
company involves employees in this interna-
tionally celebrated day that is held on April of
every year to spread awareness and enrich its
internal culture. 

The event witnessed overwhelming partici-
pation from employees who were keen on
wearing green to show their support for Earth
Day. Activities included the distribution of
office-friendly plants, healthy green snacks,
and mini-games made with recycled materials
such as old flyers and brochures, plastic bottles
and caps, as well as plastic SIM card holders. 

Zain’s executive management was keen on
taking part in the event and receiving written
comments and suggestions proposed by the
employees for an even greener workplace, as
the company was recently recognized as the
Best Recycler by Omniya, having recycled
nearly 83,595 plastic bottles during 2016.   

Recently, Zain employees and their families
participated in a beach cleanup initiative at
Shuwaikh beach. The event came in collabora-
tion with the Kuwait Dive Team with the aim of
preserving Kuwaiti marine life. Employees
were keen on shouldering initiatives that con-

tribute to preserving the Kuwaiti marine life,
which is considered one of the main pillars of
the valued Kuwaiti heritage.

In addition, Zain recently dedicated a brand
new boat to the Kuwait Dive Team, which will
be utilized to carry out marine preservation
projects throughout the upcoming years. The
boat is fully equipped with the latest state of

the art equipment, and will be used for remov-
ing wrecked ships and boats from the bottom
of the ocean, removing abandoned fishing
nets, installing and maintaining environment-
friendly anchors, monitoring coral reefs, clean-
ing shores, islands, and beaches, documenting
marine life, and more. 

Zain’s support to the Kuwait Dive Team

throughout the past 14 years comes under its
Corporate Sustainability and Social Responsibility
strategy towards the environmental sector. The
company’s sustainable goals closely focus on pre-
serving the Kuwaiti environment, especially
Kuwait’s marine life, and seeks to raise awareness
of protecting it within the community. 

During October 2016, the Kuwait Dive

Team honored Zain in the occasion of com-
pleting 800 marine preservation missions
using a boat the company dedicated to the
team back in 2003. The newly dedicated boat
from Zain is much more advanced, and fea-
tures state of the art equipment that will
ensure easy and fast marine preservation mis-
sions throughout the upcoming years.

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yesterday that it will
open its second branch in Fahaheel today. The new branch’s
location is conveniently positioned to ensure that cus-
tomers residing in Fahaheel and surrounding areas gain
easier access to conduct their financial needs. With the
opening of this branch, Burgan Bank’s network reach rises
to include 29 branches across Kuwait and 186 branches
across the Middles East, North Africa, and Turkey. Equipped
with the modern facilities and technologies, the branch will
be operational from Sundays to Thursdays, from 8:30 am to
3:00 pm. The recent expansion reflects Burgan Bank com-
mitment to continuously offer high quality customer care
and comprehensive banking solutions throughout Kuwait. 
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